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England manager Fabio Capello urges Fifa to halt 
'theft' of the world's leading young players

Fabio Capello has called for drastic action to be taken to prevent leading football 
clubs “stealing” young players from around the world in a high-profile intervention 
that could have far-reaching ramifications on future transfer deals. 

Halt the traffic: Fabio Capello calls on the banning of overseas teenagers Photo: REUTERS
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Premier League clubs such as Arsenal (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/teams/arsenal/) , 

Manchester United (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/teams/manchester-united/) and Chelsea 

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/teams/chelsea/) — who signed Cesc Fabregas 

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/players/cesc-fabregas/) , Gerard Pique and Gaël Kakuta 

respectively — have all in the past been accused of what Capello termed a form of talent theft that has 

been exploited throughout Europe. 

The issue is one that Capello feels passionately about and could also, if new rules are implemented, 

benefit the England (http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/football/teams/england/) team. One of his 

frustrations during his time as England manager has been the dearth of young, English players coming 

through. 

Capello lamented that little more than a third of players in the Premier League were eligible for England 

— as opposed to 60 per cent in Italy – and was irritated that some younger ones were being held back 

by the dominance of imports. 



It is understood that Capello was also particularly irked by Germany fielding players of Polish and 

Turkish origin — Miroslav Klose and Mesut Ozil — when they faced England during last year’s World 

Cup Finals, because it took talent away from the countries in which they were born. 

Capello regards the trawling of the world by the big clubs as a moral issue that needs to be dealt with. 
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From his time in Spain, as Real Madrid coach, he knew of the angst at Barcelona over the loss of 

Fabregas. 

The Spanish midfielder left Barcerlona for Arsenal in 2003, at the age of 16, with the Catalan club 

complaining that he had been poached from their academy. 

Fabregas returned to the Nou Camp this year for an initial fee of £24 million, a significantly larger sum 

than Arsenal paid originally to prise him away. 

Barcelona have also been accused of being guilty of poaching young players, signing the likes of Andrés 

Iniesta at the age of 10. 

The clubs argue that they are increasingly forced to move early for young players or risk having to pay a 

fortune for them later. 

Capello has taken his argument one significant step further, by asking Fifa to intervene. He said that too 

many clubs in the big European countries, such as England and his native Italy, for example, were 

recruiting players on a global basis from too young an age. 

“A line needs to be drawn,” Capello told a football conference in Dubai. 

“Clubs are talent-scouting all over the world and are stealing young players by bidding higher and not

thinking of the consequences for those countries. 

Fifa should pass new rules. I’ve spoken to [Uefa President Michel] Platini and in the future clubs will be 

forbidden to steal players when they are very young.” 

Platini has proposed legislation to prevent Europe’s wealthiest clubs from poaching from foreign 

academies. 

The laws are to be introduced through the European Commission and relate directly to the transfer of 

minors. 

Platini said it is important that players sign their first contracts with the clubs which coached them

although whether he could push the new rules to encompass that remains to be seen. 

As well as Capello, Platini has the backing of Germany’s Karl-Heinz Rummenigge, head of the European

Club Association, which replaced the G14 as the voice of the clubs. 
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Uefa has described teenage movement as as “youth trafficking” and if the new rules are implemented 

from the Europan Commission they would encompass more than just football. 

Fifa does have a statute, Rule 19, banning the international transfer of players under 18, but one aspect 

of it allows transfers to take place if the player’s parents move to the country in which the new club is 

located for reasons not linked to football. 

A rule banning under-16 transfers exists as far as European Union transfers are concerned, but this is

often flouted through other exceptions. 

Indeed Platini, in the past, has singled out Arsenal for criticism and this brought a stern rebuke from 

Arsène Wenger who claimed his plans would actually encourage, rather than outlaw, trafficking who said

it would encourage agents and third-party owners to get involved. 

There have been many other examples apart from Fabregas and Capello said the rewards being offered 

to young players by the richest clubs to sign with them were often too good to turn down. 

“These clubs are offering players and their families a lot of financial support. If the family is poor and it 

will contribute to the family, they will be happy to move abroad,” he said. 

Capello, 65, has vast experience of how the transfer system affects young players having coached at 

Real Madrid, AC Milan, AS Roma and Juventus before taking over as England manager in 2008. 

He is leaving the position after next year’s European Championship. 

Capello was speaking at the Dubai International Sports Conference, a gathering which is held under the

patronage of Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Crown Prince of Dubai who is 

chairman of the Al-Ahli football club among other sporting interests. 

Those in attendance at the two-day conference including Barcelona President Sandro Rosell, Porto 

president Pinto da Costa and Arsenal’s chief commercial officer Tom Fox will have been interested by 

the Italian’s outspoken comments. 

© Copyright of Telegraph Media Group Limited 2012



 

 

 

 

 
 

Tighter rules should be introduced by Fifa to stop 
European clubs from "stealing" talented young 
players from other countries, according to the 
England manager, Fabio Capello. The Italian said 
globalisation of football meant clubs were filling 
their youth teams with players sourced from all over the world, often to the 
detriment of their long-term development.

"A line needs to be drawn," Capello told a football conference in Dubai. "Clubs 

are talent-scouting all over the world and are stealing young players. Fifa should 

pass new rules. I've spoken to [Uefa president Michel] Platini and in the future 

clubs will be forbidden to steal players when they are very young."

Football's governing body Fifa has a statute, Rule 19, banning the international 

transfer of players under 18, but allows this if the player's parents move to the 

country in which the new club is located for reasons not linked to football.

A rule banning under-16 transfers exists as far as European Union transfers are 

concerned, but this is often flouted. Top European clubs have long been accused 

of using financial muscle to harvest the best young players from abroad, with 

English clubs and the likes of Real Madrid and Barcelona often implicated.

The Italian said the rewards being offered to young players by the richest clubs 

to sign with them were often too good to turn down.

"These clubs are offering players and their families a lot of financial support. If 

the family is poor and it will contribute to the family, they will be happy to move 

abroad," Capello said.
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Capello urges Fifa to tighten rules outlawing 'stealing' of youngsters 
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The German football association has been left 
seething at Fabio Capello's criticism of their 
recruitment policy.

Speaking in Dubai, the England manager said that 

rules should be brought in to prevent clubs 

"stealing" youngsters from another country, which in turn tips the balance on 

the international stage.

Capello used the example of Germany, who took 11 players to the last World Cup 

with dual eligibility, including star player Mesut Ozil and defender Serdar Tasci, 

both of Turkish origin. They helped Germany beat England 4-1 in Bloemfontein, 

a scar which continues to fester with Capello.

Germans rage at Capello's 'stealing' jibe 

SIMON STONE SATURDAY 31 DECEMBER 2011 
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The German association (the DFB) has made no public statement on Capello's 

comments, but is not happy and privately has accused the Italian of getting his 

facts wrong.

Both Tasci and Ozil – a third generation Turk – were born in Germany and have 

represented the country at various youth age groups, in much the same way as 

Manchester United's Danny Welbeck, who has opted for a career with England 

despite being eligible for Ghana through his parentage.

Capello has insisted there is a difference between the cases and that he 

consulted Welbeck's parents before handing the 21-year-old his competitive 

debut in Montenegro, ending any chance of him representing Ghana.

The Arsenal manager, Arsène Wenger, cannot see a problem with big countries 

selecting the best eligible players. "You cannot reproach a country for using 

players who are not German or English for generations," he said.

Former Chelsea midfielder Deco was able to represent Portugal purely on 

residency grounds, after leaving his native Brazil as a 20-year-old in 1993.
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"It wasn't in my interests to see Deco play for the national team," said Chelsea 

manager Andre Villas-Boas. "There must be a historical relationship, and family 

relationship, rather than just a player who has played in a country for some time 

to get citizenship."

The spat has overshadowed a general point about major European clubs 

trawling the globe for players of promise, most of whom do not make the grade.

Yet according to Manchester City manager Roberto Mancini the matter has 

improved since he began his playing career three decades ago. "I left home when 

I was 13 because I wanted to play football," he said. "I had to leave my parents 

and my family. Now you have the possibility to move to another city, or another 

country, and someone from your family can come with you. That is very 

important."
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Sandro Rosell, the Barcelona president, has called 
on Uefa to change the rules on clubs having to pay 
agents' fees, and said the current system, in which 
players do not foot the bill for their own 
representation does not make sense.

"I have always asked myself why, when an agent is representing a player and he 

comes to negotiate his contract with the club, why is the club paying the agency 

fees?" Rosell said at a football conference in Dubai yesterday. "When he is 

defending the other party and what he wants is to get the maximum number for 

the other party and, at the end, you have to pay the commission to the agent, it 

doesn't make sense. This is something I would ask Uefa to change as a rule."

Transfers are big business and agents' cuts can run into millions of pounds. The 

system has come in for much criticism, Fifa in September announcing plans 

aimed at capping the amount agents can earn from transfers. While maintaining 

that agents are the responsibility of Fifa, Gianni Infantino, the general secretary 

Uefa, had some sympathy for Rosell's position.

"I also agree on who has to pay the agent – the player who uses the agent," 

Infantino said. "That seems quite obvious as well. If you go to the hairdressers, 

you don't send your employer to pay the bill," he added.

Meanwhile, Uefa has not ruled out excluding clubs caught up in the Turkish 

match-fixing scandal from future European competitions, Infantino said. "There 

are no plans in this respect but there are rules that we are applying in the same 

way to all clubs," Infantino insisted on the sidelines of the conference.

"It seems to be only domestic matches, where it's under the jurisdiction of the 

national association to take the necessary measures. We are discussing with the 

Turkish football association and, if necessary, we will certainly not hesitate to 

take necessary measures," he added.

Fenerbahçe were stopped from participating in this season's Champions League 

by the Turkish Football Federation after allegations of match-fixing surfaced, 

the Istanbul club's 4-3 victory over Sivasspor, which won the league 

championship on the season's closing day, one of the results under scrutiny.

Indictments were issued earlier this month by a Turkish court against 93 

officials and players, including the chairman of Fenerbahçe, for match-fixing in 

a case which has sent shockwaves through the country.

The process has been complicated by the passage this month of a law in Turkey 

which reduces the maximum prison sentence for match-fixing to three years 

from 12 years.

Infantino would not be drawn on the move but urged all sides to tackle the 
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Make players pay for agents, says Barça chief 
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BBC Sport

Capello wants Uefa to act now to prevent poaching 

England coach Fabio Capello says Uefa must act now to stop top European 

clubs poaching young players.

He is concerned that the richest clubs are signing the youngsters for their own 

academies despite home clubs making all the initial investment.

"A rule needs to be put in place because clubs are scouting all over the world and 

stealing players from each other," he said.

I have spoken to [Michel] Platini, and I am sure that in the future clubs will be 

forbidden to steal players away when they are still very young

Fabio Capello

"More players are being bought when they are very young by richer teams."

Speaking at the Dubai International Sports conference, he added: "I think Uefa 

should pass new rules to allow clubs to reap the reward from the seed that has 

been sowed instead of seeing their talents leave when the player receives a major 

offer.

"I have spoken to [Uefa president] Michel Platini, and I am sure that in the future 

clubs will be forbidden to steal players away when they are still very young."

In 2009, Manchester United denied claims they "stole" teenage midfielder Paul 

Pogba from French club Le Havre

(http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/teams/m/man_utd/8180042.stm) . They were accused of 

offering "very large" sums to the 16-year-old's parents to encourage him to end a 

contract he had until the end of this season. 

United reached an agreement

(http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/teams/m/man_utd/8747110.stm) with the French second 

division side in June 2010.

Fabio Capello wants Uefa to act 
to stop clubs 'poaching' young 
players

Page last updated at 

23:46 GMT, Thursday, 29 December 2011
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Lazio were also unhappy with United's pursuit and signing of Italian striker 

Federico Macheda in 2007, who was 16 at the time. 

Meanwhile, Barcelona described Arsenal's purchase of Jon Toral as "a little 

immoral". The 16-year-old midfielder moved for a fee of about £296,000 in 

February.(http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/teams/a/arsenal/9405876.stm) 

Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger said at the time: "We have done what is legal. 

Plenty of players leave us under exactly the same rule." 

© 2011

The BBC is not responsible for the 

content of external sites. Read more.
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Fifa should stop top clubs stealing young 
players, says Fabio Capello
• 'Clubs are talent-scouting all over the world'

• 'A line needs to be drawn,' says England manager

Reuters

guardian.co.uk, Thursday 29 December 2011 16.16 GMT

Fabio Capello, pictured right in Dubai presenting Porto's president with a trophy, wants Fifa to limit the poaching of 

players. Photograph: Jorge Monteiro/EPA

Tighter rules should be introduced by Fifa to stop European clubs from "stealing" 

talented young players from other countries, Fabio Capello has said.

England's Italian manager said the globalisation of football meant clubs were filling 

their youth teams with players sourced from all over the world, often to the detriment of 

their long-term development.

"A line needs to be drawn," Capello told a football conference in Dubai on Thursday. 

"Clubs are talent-scouting all over the world and are stealing young players. Fifa should 

pass new rules. I've spoken to [the Uefa president, Michel] Platini and in the future 

clubs will be forbidden to steal players when they are very young."

Fifa does have a statute, Rule 19, banning the international transfer of players under 18, 

but one aspect of it allows transfers to take place if the player's parents move to the 

country in which the new club is located for reasons not linked to football. A rule 

banning under-16 transfers exists as far as European Union transfers are concerned, but 

this is often flouted through other exceptions.

Top European clubs have long been accused of using financial muscle to harvest the best 

young players from abroad with English clubs and Real Madrid and Barcelona in Spain 

often cited as doing so. In one of the most famous examples of the practice, Cesc 

Fábregas left Barcelona for Arsenal in 2003, at the age of 16, with the Catalan club 

complaining that the English club had poached him from their academy. Fábregas 

returned to the Camp Nou this year for an initial fee of €29m (£24.3m), a significantly 

larger sum than Arsenal paid originally to prise him away.

But there have been many other examples and the Italian said the rewards being offered 

to young players by the richest clubs to sign with them were often too good to turn 

down.

"These clubs are offering players and their families a lot of financial support. If the 

family is poor and it will contribute to the family, they will be happy to move abroad," he 

said.
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Capello, 65, has vast experience of how the transfer system affects young players having 

coached at Real Madrid, Milan, Roma and Juventus before taking over as England 

manager in 2008. He is leaving the position after next year's European Championship 

finals.

© 2012 Guardian News and Media Limited or its affiliated companies. All rights reserved.
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HAVING A BALL ... Cristiano Ronaldo in Dubai

Ron: La Liga 
tops the 
leagues 
Published: 28 Dec 2011

 

    

CRISTIANO RONALDO claims La Liga is the most 
skilful league in the world — while the Premier 
League is "basic" and dominated by "discipline". 

The Real Madrid forward, who leads the scoring charts in 

Spain, has been speaking at the Dubai International Sports 

Conference. 

And the Portugal international, who won the Champions 

League, three Premier League titles, an FA Cup and two 

League Cups in his six years at Manchester United, admits 

being at the Bernabeu has allowed him to enjoy his football 

more. 

During his time in England, Ronaldo simply "learned the 

elementary and basic rules of football, especially 

discipline". 

But he has no doubt that Spanish football is the best in the 

world because it encourages and "relies on players' skills 

and techniques". 

Ronaldo also revealed that he believes he could adapt to 

play in any league in the world but has no plans to leave 

Madrid. 

He said: "Frankly, I'm just enjoying the moment." 
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Ronaldo says Spanish league is best

DUBAI, United Arab Emirates (AP) Real 

Madrid forward Cristiano Ronaldo prefers 

Spain's La Liga over the English Premier 

League because he says it allows individual 

players to shine. 

Ronaldo, who played for Manchester United 

for six years before joining Real Madrid, said 

he "learned the elementary and basic rules of 

football, especially discipline" while in 

England. But he said La Liga was the best 

league in the world because it "relies on 

players' skills and techniques." 

Ronaldo spoke Wednesday at the Dubai International Sports Conference. 

Ronaldo is the Spanish league's top scorer this year and says he has no intention of 

leaving Spain. While insisting he could adapt to any league, Ronald said he wants to stay 

at Real Madrid, adding "frankly I'm just enjoying the moment." 

Updated December 28, 2011
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Gloh Socrer: Prcmi,oscar melrato
e leúe copPeúa un mese a Dubai

DOMENICA

27NOVEMBRE2011
'16

MASSIMOFRANCHI
SI va definendo il sontuoso prrogramma del-
la terza edizione ùGlnbe Sucer, evento or-
earizT*ttn omi fine anno a Dubai nel perio
éo che precede I'ultima finesha di mercato'
Un apptrntamento, fissato stavolta rl28 e29
dicemfne nella Cilta dell'Orc,ehe sta diven-
tando sempre piùimportante e significativo
oer eli addetti ai lavori. Nella"due giomi" di
hllnIoni presso ITIotel Íatertontinental, si al-
terneranno quali relatori nelle varie confe
renze alcuni-dei personaggi più celebri del
calcio mondiale. Ilannoinfatti confermatola
lorp presenza il presidente del Barcellona,
Sandm noseU, quello del Porto,Jorge Nuno
Pinto da Costa" il tecrrio deila Nazionale in-
elese Fabio Capello, I'et( dg di lVlandrester
Úttit"a e Chelsea, Peter Kenyon, il diretbo
re commerciale dellArsenal, Tbm trìox, e il
presidente dell'Assoagenti italiani Giwanni
Branchini.

LAT.,ORRE DI BABH,E Nel corso dello
sfavillante gala ai piedi della torre pltt4b
del mondo @urj Klwlifa,ASA mehi d'altez
zù di ormmzzatnri(BC Bendoni Communi-
,a{on ebuboi Sprts Council, I'ente prepo-
sto allo wiluppo delle discipline sportivene-
sli EmiratiAràbi) effettueraruro una serie di
órestigiose p,r€miazioni. In prirnis al dngpn-
te e alasente mistiori del mondo per iI2011.
C,ome il-Pallone d'Oro delaFifariservato ai
calciatori e - dall'anno s@rso - agli allenato
ri. Nella scorsa edtÀorrciGl'obeSocoer anda-
rono a MiguelAngel Gil, pakon dellAtletico
Madrid, Jal celebre procuratore portoghese
Jorge Mendes, I'agente di Mourinho e Ro
naldo. Ci sara anche un nuovo preÍuo spe'
ciale alla ca:riera per i calciatori e gh qgqn-
ti. Con la Coppa del Mondo portata ar& {*
dercalcio spagnola scintilleranno anche la
Champions I-eaguevinta dal BarSa e lEuro-
pa League conquistata dal Porto.
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art

da pag.  6

 23-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

1



art

da pag.  19

 24-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 673.107

Lettori: 4.051.000

Dir. Resp.:  Andrea Monti

2



art

da pag.  26

 27-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 107.011

Lettori: 305.000

Dir. Resp.:  Marco Tarquinio

3



art

da pag.  5

 27-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

4



art

da pag.  5

 27-DIC-2011

Diffusione: n.d.

Lettori: n.d.

Dir. Resp.:  Enzo Bucchioni

5



art

Il Domani dello Sport
da pag.  22

 27-DIC-2011

Diffusione: n.d.

Lettori: n.d.

6



art

da pag.  25

 27-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 192.447

Lettori: 1.567.000

Dir. Resp.:  Mario Orfeo

7



art

da pag.  52

 27-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 74.365

Lettori: 538.000

Dir. Resp.:  Umberto La Rocca

8



art

da pag.  46

 27-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 273.384

Lettori: 2.320.000

Dir. Resp.:  Mario Calabresi

9



art

da pag.  16

 27-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 75.101

Lettori: 539.000

Dir. Resp.:  Roberto Bernabò

10



art

da pag.  5

 28-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

11



art

da pag.  13

 28-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 673.107

Lettori: 4.051.000

Dir. Resp.:  Andrea Monti

12



art

da pag.  4

 28-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

13



art

da pag.  1

 28-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

14



da pag.  1

 28-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

15



da pag.  1

 28-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

16



art

da pag.  6

 28-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

17



art

da pag.  6

 28-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

18



da pag.  6

 28-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

19



art

da pag.  26

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 107.011

Lettori: 305.000

Dir. Resp.:  Marco Tarquinio

20



art

da pag.  2

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

21



art

da pag.  1

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

22



da pag.  1

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

23



da pag.  1

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

24



art

da pag.  10

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

25



art

da pag.  2

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

26



art

da pag.  1

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

27



da pag.  1

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

28



art

da pag.  33

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 37.072

Lettori: 745.000

Dir. Resp.:  Giuseppe De Tomaso

29



art

da pag.  1

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 673.107

Lettori: 4.051.000

Dir. Resp.:  Andrea Monti

30



da pag.  1

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 673.107

Lettori: 4.051.000

Dir. Resp.:  Andrea Monti

31



art

da pag.  10

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 673.107

Lettori: 4.051.000

Dir. Resp.:  Andrea Monti

32



art

da pag.  28

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 173.220

Lettori: 728.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Sallusti

33



art

da pag.  5

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: n.d.

Lettori: n.d.

Dir. Resp.:  Enzo Bucchioni

34



art

da pag.  39

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 107.638

Lettori: 434.000

Dir. Resp.:  Maurizio Belpietro

35



art

da pag.  24

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 73.258

Lettori: 1.077.000

Dir. Resp.:  Virman Cusenza

36



art

da pag.  24

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 192.447

Lettori: 1.567.000

Dir. Resp.:  Mario Orfeo

37



art

da pag.  49

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 443.380

Lettori: 3.276.000

Dir. Resp.:  Ezio Mauro

38



art

da pag.  41

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 273.384

Lettori: 2.320.000

Dir. Resp.:  Mario Calabresi

39



art

da pag.  2

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

40



art

da pag.  8

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

41



art

da pag.  1

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

42



da pag.  1

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

43



da pag.  1

 29-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

44



art

da pag.  30

 30-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 107.011

Lettori: 305.000

Dir. Resp.:  Marco Tarquinio

45



art

da pag.  6

 30-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 673.107

Lettori: 4.051.000

Dir. Resp.:  Andrea Monti

46



art

da pag.  20

 30-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 673.107

Lettori: 4.051.000

Dir. Resp.:  Andrea Monti

47



art

Il Domani dello Sport
da pag.  22

 30-DIC-2011

Diffusione: n.d.

Lettori: n.d.

48



art

da pag.  27

 30-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 73.258

Lettori: 1.077.000

Dir. Resp.:  Virman Cusenza

49



art

da pag.  30

 30-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 192.447

Lettori: 1.567.000

Dir. Resp.:  Mario Orfeo

50



art

da pag.  12

 30-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

51



art

da pag.  1

 30-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

52



da pag.  1

 30-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

53



art

da pag.  12

 30-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

54



art

da pag.  1

 31-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

55



da pag.  1

 31-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 398.928

Lettori: 1.747.000

Dir. Resp.:  Alessandro Vocalelli

56



art

da pag.  4

 31-DIC-2011

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

57



art

da pag.  4

 02-GEN-2012

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

58



art

da pag.  5

 05-GEN-2012

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

59



art

da pag.  1

 06-GEN-2012

Diffusione: 197.450

Lettori: 966.000

Dir. Resp.:  Paolo De Paola

60
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